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Developing practice skills are of paramount importance in our
personal and musical growth. However, there is another level of
practice that is often overlooked in the studio.
That is: practicing performing.
I have spent many years practicing and practicing to then get on
stage to perform and finding that I'm unable to sing the way I had
practiced. It wasn’t until recently, when I began my graduate
studies, that I realized what was missing. I needed to not only
practice my technique, but to practice trusting my technique under
pressure and without needing to use my entire focus to do so. After
all, when performing there are many distractions, such as: the
audience, shaking legs, the sudden worry that you have forgotten
every word to your song, sweat pooling in your palms, etc. etc.
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STUDENT OF THE MONTH
“Aaron has shown his ability to play well,

To practice performing, set aside 2-3 minutes in each practice
session devoted to turning off your practice focus and simply
perform that phrase or page of music you have just worked on.
Also, utilize every opportunity to practice performing in front of
your friends and family. This will help you build a tolerance to
those distractions and nervous feelings of performing in front of
others. Each performance is an opportunity to practice trusting the
work you have done. It is an opportunity to learn more about
yourself and to share your work and passion with others.

AARON D.
- Sarah Neely, B.M., Voice Instructor

and his musical artistry is becoming more
prominent. He never stops learning and
always stays genuine and humble when
receiving advice - a very admirable attitude
for this young musician. No challenges can
stop him from excelling. Congratulations to
Aaron for recently winning 3rd
3 place in
Grade 77 of the Janice Kay Hodges
Contemporary Piano Competition!“
- Maria Crystalia, Piano Instructor
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